ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS

With recessed safety interlock switch which breaks the current to both electrodes when cabinet cover is lifted.

ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS, Paper Strip Model, A.H.T. Co. Specification. With recessed, 9 x 1/4-inch platinum foil electrodes, 10 1/4-inch migration chamber, and separate variable power supply. For preparing a series of horizontal paper electrophorograms of micro quantities (8 to 15 lambda for testing human serum) of mixtures the components of which are separable by migration upon application of an electric potential. Offering the following features:

Compact, lightweight cabinet. The transparent plastic cabinet is readily portable, and easily inserted and operated in refrigerators or incubators.

Safety interlock switch. Raising of the cover automatically shuts off current to avoid accidents.

Polarity reversing switch. Changing direction of current between tests prolongs life of buffer solution.

Designed specifically for clinical estimation of protein constituents of human blood serum, but useful also for the study of other organic or inorganic systems with similar electromigratory characteristics.

Sharp separation by migrating components of normal serum can be completed in approximately 6 hours, using a 250-volt potential, and the entire procedure—including fixing, staining, drying and evaluating—can be accomplished in from 7 to 10 hours.

Overall dimensions of cabinet: 16 inches long x 9 1/2 inches wide x 6 inches high. Cabinet includes removable plate glass cover, and phenolic plastic paper strip carrier which permits use of a single paper sheet or multiple strips up to a maximum width of 7 1/4 inches.

Direct Current Power Supply is a rectifier-transformer type unit with voltmetert, milliammeter, precise fine and coarse voltage controls and polarity reversing switch. Maximum output without load, 300 volts. With two polarized receptacles for simultaneous connection, if desired, to two Cabinets.

More detailed information regarding above and an improved Recording Densitometer (Densigraph) for use therewith, sent upon request.

ARTHUR H. THOMAS COMPANY

Laboratory Apparatus and Reagents

WEST WASHINGTON SQUARE PHILADELPHIA 5, PA.

Teletype Services: Western Union WUX and Bell System PH-72
a new laboratory manual

Walker's
Vertebrate Dissection

The aim of this manual is to help the student understand the major anatomical transformations that have occurred in the vertebrates in the course of their evolution from fish to mammal. Such understanding makes the anatomy of the mammal more meaningful.

The author has organized the book by systems. Under each he gives clear, descriptive guides to the dissection of several types representing the three levels of organization. The dogfish (Squalus) is used as an example of a primitive, jawed fish; the mudpuppy (Necturus) represents the primitive terrestrial vertebrate; and both the cat (Felis) and the rabbit (Lepus) exemplify the mammal.

In his study of each system the student is led to see the important evolitional stages of development. The directions for dissection are accompanied by brief discussions and by helpful illustrations (these are not intended as substitutes for drawings the student would make himself in the laboratory).

Teachers will find the material readily adaptable to their particular comparative anatomy course and to any standard text.

By Warren F. Walker, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. About 320 pages, 6" x 9", illustrated. New—Ready in April!

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
West Washington Square Philadelphia 5
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**SENSATIONAL OPTICAL BARGAINS**

**LONG WORKING DISTANCE ATTACHMENT**

for **HIGH-POWER MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVES**

A New English Development
Gives You Extra Working Space Under Magnification Plus upright image

Development of 5mm. and 4mm. Microscope Objectives with large working distances has been achieved. Makes dissection and other microscopic operations much easier. These 20X and 40X Objectives have numerical apertures of 0.574. The working distances have been increased from the few millimeters commonly associated with such objectives to 12.8 millimeters. An additional advantage—there is no image reversal. Image is clear and sharp. These systems will operate very well even under phase contrast conditions. Made with standard threads—ideal for those operations where handling the specimen under high magnification is required. Height 1-23/32", diameter 1-5/8".

Stock No. 50,058-W ...... 8mm. ...... $112.00 Pstpd.
Stock No. 50,059-W ...... 4mm. ...... $114.00 Pstpd.

Order by Stock No. Send check or M.O.
Money back guarantee.

**LINK COLLIMATOR**

War surplus (a $300 value) — used to train airplane pilots in the handling of sextants and other navigational instruments.

Consists of large cemented achromat 5° dia. approx. F.£. 25°; pinpoint reticle with a 68's represent a star. First surface mirror to reflect light from reticle. Length of tube is 1/4", width of cradle 7/4°.

USES: Collimator for optical instruments; testing lenses for definition; take apart for large achromat and other parts; as a source of infinite light; photographing a reticle at infinity.

Stock No. 50,025-W ...... $69.00 F.O.B. Barrington, N. J.

**IRIS DIAPHRAGM**

Imported from Germany. Low cost. Use for building enlargers, cameras, optical instruments, etc. With handle O.D. 2 1/4". Maximum aperture—15%. Minimum aperture—1/2%.

Stock No. 30,118-W ...... $5.00 P.P.

**ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS**

Easy to follow—accurate—8½ x 11 page size—many illustrations. Do-it-yourself—Save and have Fun! Price

Stock No. Pstpd.
How to Build Projectors ...... $9.00
Homemade Telescopes ...... $9.00
Method to Clean Precision Optics ...... $9.00
Homemade Riflescopes ...... $9.00

New—Just Issued
Homemade Stereo-Adapters ...... $9.00
Homemade Stereo-Viewers ...... $9.00
Photo Micrography with Pen Microscope ...... $9.00
Dummy Cameras ...... $9.00
Collimating Systems ...... $9.00
Homemade Telephoto Systems ...... $9.00
Building A Condenser ...... $9.00
Enlarger ...... $9.00

**OPTICS**

If you're interested in optical bargains Write for FREE CATALOG W

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CORP., BARRINGTON, N. J.

**SISTEVIAN MICROSCOPE**

at 50% Saving!
Wide, 3 Dimensional Field Excellent Depth for Working Under Magnification!

Now, for the first time—a fine, imported Binocular Microscope at a substantial saving. Used for inspections, examinations, counting, checking, etc.—and has many power and fine features. With 3 pairs of matched eyepieces to gives you powers of 11x, 13x, 20x. Rack and pinion focusing, Interpupillary Adjustment. Instrument is removable from base for mounting on equipment or home bench. Working distance—2¾". Adjustable for extra height. Fine hardwood case included. Recommended for lab, shop or home use. We guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back.

Stock No. 70,011-W ...... $85.00 Pstpd.

**POCKET COMPARATOR**

Check, Measure, Inspect Small Parts and Dimensions with 6 POWER MAGNIFICATION

MEASURES • Angles • Radii • Circles • Linear
in both decimal inches and millimeters.

First time available at such low price!
EDSCORP POCKET COMPARATOR.
Fine, imported measuring magnifier—applied on 1½" x 2"—for fast, accurate inspection of intricate parts. Used to check layouts, machining on tools, dies, gauges—to check threads, chamfers, small holes. In optical work for checking flaws such as bubbles, seeds, scratches, chips and digs. For scientists—in determining width of spectograph lines. In photography—measuring and focusing at ground glass. Instrument comes in protective leather case. Money back guarantee!

Stock No. 30,061-W ...... $22.50 Postpaid

Order by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

**F/1.4 16 MM MOVIE PROJECTING LENS**

Also Used for 8 MM Projectors

Focal length only 1", or ½ that of standard projecting lens. Gives you a big picture—4 times the size normally obtained in same projecting distance. Lens unit is mounted in a standard sleeve with O.D. of 1-3/16" which fits most projectors—otherwise adapters available for mount sizes ranging from 1" to 1½". Back of lens must center within 5/16" of film. Worth $50.00.


**IMPORTED MICROSCOPE—100, 200, 300 Power Binocular, 3 Objective Lenses, Rack & Pinion Focusing**

Enlarging disc-light adjustable mirror. Square stage 2½" x 2½". Truly a wonderful bargain. TRY IT FOR TEN DAYS—if not completely satisfied, your money refunded. Comes packed in sturdy, hardwood case. Accessory eyepieces and objective available.

Stock No. 70,008-W ...... $14.95 Postpaid

**RETICLES**

For Microscopes, Telescopes and other Instruments. Greatest variety of measuring and counting Reticles in the entire country! Amazingly low prices. For complete listings—WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG "W", Listed below are just a few of our availabilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Description of Pattern</th>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Price P.P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>10mm in 100 parts (Horizontal)</td>
<td>30,066-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-2</td>
<td>10mm in 100 parts (Vertical)</td>
<td>30,067-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-4</td>
<td>30,070-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-8</td>
<td>Crosslines—Standard</td>
<td>30,074-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-12</td>
<td>Crosslines—Fine</td>
<td>30,078-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-22</td>
<td>Concentric Circles 0.5mm to 12mm</td>
<td>30,077-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-23</td>
<td>Concentric Circles 1/64 to 3/8&quot;</td>
<td>30,078-W</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER BY STOCK NO.**

Send Check or M. O.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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ANTWEILER MICRO-ELECTROPHORESIS

speedy, accurate analysis requires only 0.1 ml. material foolproof and compact

Shown above is the Antweiler Micro-Electrophoresis Apparatus for Interferometric Measurements, the special Schlieren Optical Control Attachment with the Philpot-Svensson modification, fused cell and dialysis bottle.

At last . . . a moderately priced instrument for accurate and convenient determination of protein fractions in serum and plasma. Take particular note of the following outstanding features:

1—Minimum amount of material required
2—Short analysis time
3—Low consumption of chemicals
4—Compact, space-saving design
5—Low initial and running cost

Write for free bulletin SC-38

Ivan Sorvall, inc.

PHOTOVOLT
Exposure Photometer Mod. 200-M
for
PHOTOMICROGRAPHY

Accurate determination of exposure time in black-and-white and color photomicrography
Write for Bulletin #810 to Price $92.00
PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N. Y.

NOW OVER 5100
BIOS CHEMICALS

- Chelidonic Acid
- Chloacetopyroca-techol
- p-Chlorobenzoamide
- p-Chlorobenzydrazide
- 5-Chlorbenzimidazol
- Chloroethylamine
- 1-(4-Chloromercuri-phenylazo)-naphthol-2
- α-Chloro-β-naphthol
- α-Chlorophenylhydrazine
- m-Chlorophenyl- hydrazine
- 3-Chloropyridine
- 4-Chloropyridine
- 4-Chlororesorcinol
- 3-Chlorosalicylaldehyde
- 3-Chlorosalicylic Acid
- Chlorosol
- Chlorsuccinic Acid, dl
- 8-Chlorotheophylline
- 6-Chlorothymol
- Cholestane
- Cholesteryl Laurate
- Cholesteryl Palmitate
- Choline Bromide
- Chromium Chromate
- Chromium Hexacarbonyl
- Chromyl Chloride
- Cineol
- cis-Cinnamic Acid
- Clupanodonic Acid
- Clupein Sulfate
- Cobalt Borate
- Cobalt Boride
- Cobalt Chromate
- Cobalt Mercurothiocyanate

Ask for our new complete catalogue

BIOS Laboratories, Inc.
17 West 60th St. New York 23, N. Y.
Plaza 7-8171

210 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
What General Electric People Are Saying...

T. M. LINVILLE

Mr. Linville is Manager, Research Operation Services Department, General Electric Research Laboratory

"...It may well be that the supply of professional managers may determine the fate of our civilization. Adequate supply coupled with further development of the science of managing is needed, because the fulfillment of human wants demands organized human effort on an ever-increasing scale. The result of this expansion of organized operations will be to provide more free time for each individual person to pursue happiness through his own private pursuits.

Human progress marches on. The professional manager recognizes the objectives of people as a whole and directs his work toward that end as well as toward immediate objectives. People today, as always, are seeking more comforts and less drudgery as well as protection from the hazards of life. Today the outstanding hazards are war, unemployment, illness, old age, and dependency of loved ones. The comforts being sought are the age old ones of food, shelter, and clothing, and the newer ones of education, recreation, and personal freedom and development.

If professional managers fail to meet these objectives, some shortsighted politicians are likely to lead the people to give up their economic and political freedoms, thereby freezing the economy into low-level production.

Professional managing is a calling in which one puts special knowledge to use with broad human understanding in the services of not only himself and his employers, but also in the service of his employees, his customers, and the community and nation.

This is a very different way of managing from the pre-Civil War slavery in the South and autocratic empire building in the industrial North. It has come about in this twentieth century. It is a professional kind of job.

The feudal concept that first dominated the industrial world has been replaced by business organizations which operate in the interest of, and by the consent of, owners, employees, customers, and the public. The managers are professional employees. The ownership is diffused. Such organizations put to work the people's savings. They provide the best means to gain the benefits sought by the people at large.

E. S. LEE

Mr. Lee is Editor of the General Electric Review

"...The prophecy made years ago by Dr. Steinmetz that the electrical age—and the electrical industry—was in its infancy, can still be made today. In 1935 the electrical manufacturing industry supplied only 1.7 percent of the gross national product. Today it supplies 4 percent. There are those who forecast that as early as 1961 the products of electrical manufacturing will represent an estimated 51/2 to 6 percent of the gross national product.

The forecasters have been busy, too, drawing dotted lines to show the probable kilowatt-hour output of electric power in the years ahead. A once daring prediction of one-trillion kilowatt-hours for the year 1970 is now moved ahead to 1965, and the really long-range prophets are talking among themselves about an annual output of five-trillion kilowatt-hours by the year 2000.

By virtue of its position, the electrical industry must be prepared to grow more than twice as fast as the remainder of the economy. Based on the best estimates of the growth of the economy as a whole, it is probable that in the next 10 years as much electrical generating equipment will be built, sold, and installed as has been built and installed in the industry's past 75-year history.

What a prospect for the engineer! Such growth means the solution of new and more complex technical problems, together with the advancement of managing ability to solve the many human problems that come with the expanded units of production. In both of these realms the call for solutions is intense. In ever-expanding avenues the opportunity for the new is more extensive than ever.

With vision to perceive, with courage to advance, and with ability to achieve, the challenge to and opportunity for the engineer and the scientist in the electrical industry today were never greater.

G.E. Review

You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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GUARANTEED REBUILT MICROSCOPES

MODEL CTQ6
Equipped with:
10x Ocular
16 mm. Objective
4 mm. Objective
Oil immersion
Abbe condenser
Iris diaphragm
double mirror.
Coarse and fine
adjustment.

Price . . ea. $120.00
Fully guaranteed
and sold on 10
days approval. Other
models from $45.00
with same optical
equipment.

Write for catalogue.
All models available.

THE GRAF-APSCO CO.
5865 Broadway
Chicago 40, Ill.

Instruments for
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The CSI-High Speed Angle Centrifuge is built for
maximum flexibility, continuous operation and ease
of sterilization. Speed—13,000-14,000 RPM.

Dry Ice Storage
Cabinets were de-
signed for storing
vaccines, viruses,
drugs, other bio-
logicals and phar-
maceuticals requir-
ing very low tem-
perature for pres-
ervation.

Custom Scientific Instruments, Inc.
541-543 Devon St., Arlington, New Jersey

Write for this handy GBI Catalog

- You'll save time and money
  by using this new 1954 catalog as
  your source for research supplies, such as:

  Vitamin Free Test Casein  Vitamin Supplements
  Vitamin Free Casein        Crystalline Vitamins
  Hydrolysate                Hormones & Lipids
  Amino Acids & Peptides     Hormone Intermediates
  Carbohydrates              Research Chemicals
  Enzymes

  Complete Microbiological Assay Media
  Bacteriological Media & Ingredients
  Adenylates, Nucleates, Purines & Pyrimidines
  Complete Animal Test Diets & Ingredients
  pH Indicators               Reagents & Stains

Write today for your free copy

GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC.
60 Laboratory Park
Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Over a quarter of a century ago, we at E. Machlett & Son were among the first to offer the scientific world Warburg apparatus. Since that time we have strived to supply only the finest equipment available as well as offer a complete technical service—a service that includes the utilization of our highly skilled glass-blowing shop for the manufacture and repair of glass manometers and vessels of all types.

As a result of our efforts, there are today hundreds of satisfied users of Machlett supplied Warburg equipment and accessories both in laboratory and research institutions throughout the world. Here are two typical examples of the fine apparatus we offer.

**Precision Circular Warburg**

One of the most widely used Warburg Apparatus, this Precision 20-unit circular model is engineered for simplicity and sturdiness. With a fully adjustable speed and stroke, simplified "planar" shaking motion, large volume bath, accurate temperature control (ambient to 50° C, ± 0.01°) plus many other exclusive features, this compact unit has almost limitless applications in the busy laboratory. The procedures of Warburg, Summerson, Barcroft, Dixon-Keilin, Dickens, Dickens-Simer, Greville, Dixon-Elliott are but a few of the studies in which this instrument excels.

**Precision Refrigerated Warburg**

Embodying all of the features of the Circular model this Precision Refrigerated unit offers a greater temperature range (10° C to 50° C, ± 0.05°).

Refrigeration unit is compactly housed in a cabinet which serves as ideal base for the instrument. Cooling is controlled by a separate switch and a solenoid valve—actuated by a thermal regulator—admits refrigerant to the cooling coil.

Write, wire or phone E. Machlett & Son for descriptive literature today.

E. Machlett & Son
Established 1897

Laboratory Apparatus • Supplies • Chemicals

220 East 23rd Street • New York 10, N.Y.
Here are eight distinct reasons why Haemo-Sol is the preferred cleaner for laboratory glassware.

- Completely Soluble
- Leaves No Residue
- Fully Haemo-Digestive
- Lower Surface Tension
- Scientifically Formulated
- Controlled pH
- Multiple Laboratory Uses
- Greater Economy

for literature and samples write today to:

MEINECKE & COMPANY, INC.
225 Varick St. New York 14, N. Y.

UMEKO
Optical Instruments
Finest Quality. Imported from Japan. Built for lifetime performance. Superb Japanese optics designed to highest American Standards. Equal to World's finest optical instruments, but priced far below comparable values.

MODEL E3N
Binocular Microscope

MODEL UGA Greenough
Type Stereo-Microscope

Range 20X to 1500X
$394.95

Range 10X to 150X
$250.00

WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS
GUARANTEED. Every instrument is tested, inspected, and APPROVED before delivery, by an internationally recognized authority on microscopes. (Name on request). These instruments are Quality at a savings. Used by American Universities and Leading Chemical Firms. WRITE FOR DETAILS.

UNION MERCANTILE CO., INC.
465 California Street San Francisco, California

KLETT ELECTROPHORESIS

CUSTOM MADE

Tool for the analysis of complex colloid systems, and for the control of production of purified proteins, enzymes, hormones

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 East 87th Street New York, N. Y.
SAVE TECHNICIAN TIME...

Completely Eliminate Tedious Manual Sample Changing in Your Radioisotope Laboratory

You can automatically count and record the radioactivity of as many as 50 samples with Nuclear-Chicago's Sample Changer System. Each sample is counted for a preset number of counts after being smoothly moved from the "load" magazine into the count position within the lead shield. Shields are available for use with Nuclear-Chicago geiger, scintillation, or automatic gas flow counters.

When the preset count is reached, the scaler stops; the printing timer records the sample "identity" number together with the time required to accumulate the preset count; and the changer moves the counted sample into the "unload" magazine while simultaneously moving a new sample into count position. After all the samples have been counted, the instrument can be set to (1) shut itself off, (2) take background counts, or (3) repeat the cycle indefinitely if desired.

Nuclear-Chicago scalers are available for use with the changer, or other scalers may be suitably modified. Fifty numbered sample carriers accept 1 1/4" or 1" by 1/8" sample planchets. Count Selector Switch coupled with scaler's Scale Selector Switch provides a wide range of preset counts. Both sample magazines are clear plastic for easy observation of cycle progress. Expendable sample carriers and the chrome-plated turntable make decontamination simple if necessary. Write for complete details today.

Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corporation.
237 W. Erie St. Chicago 10, Ill.
DENSICHRON®

TRANSMISSION DENSITOMETER for
QUANTITATIVE PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY

* High Sensitivity  * High Stability

The special Welch Transmission light source with a filter paper guide for holding and advancing the papergram at 3 mm increments, when used with the Densichron becomes a complete transmission densitometer for quantitative paper chromatography. The quantitative analysis of complex compounds such as PROTEINS, SUGARS, VITAMINS, etc., has been simplified by reading maximum densities of papergrams with the DENSICHRON.

This new apparatus and procedure will speed up your work and permit the analysis of very small samples. Works equally well for quantitative paper electrophoresis.

SEE THIS INSTRUMENT AT THE FEDERATION OF SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY APRIL 12-16-1954 IN ATLANTIC CITY.

Write for literature describing the production of papergrams and the use of the Densichron for quantitative determination by the maximum density method.

Complete $425.00

W. M. WELCH SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
DIVISION OF W. M. WELCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1880
1315 SEDGWICK STREET, DEPT. E
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.